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Hello!  In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting She-Hulk from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game:

When painting She-Hulk I took quite a free approach to the colours used, and varied things up a bit as I went along.  For the skin you can 
see my initial selection of greens below which range from quite dark blueish greens at the shadow end, up to some more yellowish tones 

for the highlights. 

One of things I wanted to play around with was the use of both matte and more satin tones.  I later experimented with some inks and other 
greens as well, so this should perhaps best be approached as more of a “rough guide”! 



My approach here was to block in the shadows and highlights right away, thereby making use of the underlying white zenithal highlights to 
achieve a nice bright tone at the top end right away.

I then mixed a bright highlight tone that has more of a satin finish using a mix of Toxic Waste and Goblin Flesh from Scalecolor’s Fantasy and 
Games line, and brushed this quite thinly on top:

As I built up the greens I found myself want-
ing to push the brightest highlights back up, 
so sometimes re-applied some of the white 

highlights:

You can probably tell that I’m doing a fair 
bit of wet blending along the way, but I’m 
not too concerned with achieving especially 

smooth blends at this stage:



I also played around with brushing some Dark Green ink into the shadows:

I’m now continuing to refine things until I’m 
happy with the overall look:

I also accidentally scraped some of the mod-
el (see her left arm) whist removing a mold 
line; I didn’t bother trying to repair this - I 
just turned it into some weathering later on.

I felt things were looking a bit too yellow so 
decided to introduce some of the more blue-

ish Orc Flesh into some of the mid tones:

I’ll return to finish the skin in a while...
Next I’m painting the purple part of the le-
otard and trainers using a mix of Violet and 

Sunset Purple:



For the highlights I initially began adding 
Pink Flesh:

Then to avoid things becoming too pink I de-
cided to use Tenere Yellow to lighten things 

further:

You can see I jumped quite sharply to some 
bright, glinting highlights:

I then decided to darken the mid to shadow 
tones with something more purplish - firstly 

with some Eldandil Violet...

And I also used some thinned Inktense Vio-
let to really help define the dark lining:



Here I’m mixing some White Sands and Te-
nere Yellow to add my brightest glints:

This is quite subtle, but here I’ve mixed some of the dark green tones into the purple base 
tone to create a slightly more blueish reflection here on the inside of the thigh:

For the white parts of the leotard and trainers I used Artic Blue darkened with some Graphite and a little Anthracite Gray in varying amounts 
to create the shadow tone.  Just as with the skin, I’ve placed the tones quite losely to begin with to check that I’m happy with the tone 

before refining things:

I’m now pushing the highlights further still:



I’m now painting the hair using a roughly equal mix of Flat Black and Caspian Blue:

I’m now painting the base as usual: And I picked up some brighter inks to try on 
the skin:

I’m now returning to the white areas and us-
ing the more satin Purity White mixed with 
Hykey Yellow to add my brightest highlights:

You might be able to see that I’ve also incor-
porated some touches of the purple and the 

green in certain areas of the white:



I’m once again placing some pure white highlights for the brightest spots before brushing 
the ink over the top (an approach I must credit to Alfonso Giraldes!):

I’m now refining the facial details, adding 
the eyes with Deck Tan, followed with some 

pupils in black:

You can see here how I’ve trimmed the eye 
in with a stroke of the skin shadow tone just 

beneath:

And I’m still continuing to refine the skin 
tone as I go:

To highlight the hair I’m adding increasing 
amounts of White Sands and Caribbean Blue 

to the base tone:



And for the brightest highlights I’m using Caibbean Blue mixed with Tenere Yellow and 
White:

I’m now returning to refine the white areas 
a little:



And here I’m just re-shaping the jawline: I’m now sketching the tones on the girder 
using Black, White, and Dark Sea Blue:

I might also introduce some tones from She-
Hulk:

I’ve now decided to add some quite heavy 
rust effects using some pigments by Secret 

Weapon:
These can be brushed on dry...



I also found you can wet the area with the fixer first, then brush some of the pigments on 
top instead.

I’m now adding some edge highlights on 
top, along with various scratches and bits of 

noise:

And then “fixed” in place using a pigment 
fixer:

I’m also adding some additional layers of 
pigment to increase the saturation:



And I’m using some light blue-ish tones for 
some of these markings to contrast nicely 

against the orange of the rust:

I’m now doing some final refining, including 
adding some dark lining:

And finally I’m adding some small bits of mud spatter using Walnut mixed with Flat Black:



And this completes She-Hulk!



This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Boreal Tree Green (SC)
Greenskin Flesh (SC)

Slimer Green (SC)
Sherwood Green (SC)
Autumn Green (SC)

Toxic Waste (SC)
Goblin Flesh (SC)

Dark Green Ink (DR)
Orc Flesh (SC)

Violet (SC)
Suset Purple (SC)

Pink Flesh (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)
Eldandil Violet (SC)
Inktense Violet (SC)
Anthracite Gray (SC)

Graphite (SC)
Artic Blue (SC)

Caspian Blue (SC)
Purity White (SC)
Hykey Yellow (SC)

Emerald Green Ink (DR)
Light Green Ink (DR) 
Caribbean Blue (SC)

White (SC)
Rust Brown (SW)

Rust Red (SW)
Walnut (SW)

VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, VFP = Vallejo Fantasy Pro

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


